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The best purchase I ever made! The Smithco Star Command Spray System saved me 30% in chemical costs just by improving the application accuracy.”

— Robert Main, CGCS; Colonial Country Club, Cordova TN

3 integrated modules make the hard-to-believe happen.

- Spray at speeds from 2 to 10 mph at a wide range of application rates. Automatically.
- Never overspray again. Monitor shows an “As-Applied” map of the application.
- Save up to 30% on chemicals and one-third on labor annually.

Start with the finest sprayers made, factory-fitted with the Smithco/Capstan® SharpShooter® Blended Pulse Technology and GPS enabled Raven Envizio Pro.

Then start enjoying all this: application rates from 0.4 gallons per 1000 sq. feet (GPT) to as much as 5 GPT at operating speeds from 2 to 10 mph and at any pressure necessary. AUTOMATICALLY.

You’ll see an “As-Applied” map of all this on your monitor as it’s taking place. Each nozzle automatically and instantly shuts off over areas that have already been sprayed and back on over unsprayed areas.

Smithco.com
WHY IS LYNX® THE EASIEST IRRIGATION CONTROL SYSTEM IN THE INDUSTRY?

Simple. You helped design it. The Toro® Lynx® Control System delivers Precision™ Irrigation easier and more intuitively than ever before. But don’t take our word for it. See what superintendents are saying at toro.com/leaderboard.

The Leader in Golf.

Simplified decision making with Dynamic Drilldown.

With NSN® Connect, Lynx is with you when and where you want.

Integrated Turf Guard soil sensor helps you save water.

Flexible and editable map simplifies irrigation control.

Lynx® Control System toro.com/leaderboard
©2013 The Toro Company. All rights reserved.
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Blown away
The 2013 Golfdom Summit knocked attendees off their feet, both literally and figuratively.

How Schuylkill CC’s decision to hire the local kid paid off.
ENCLAVE Flowable Fungicide

A broad-spectrum fungicide featuring a unique quad-control technology that helps you prevent and eliminate anthracnose, brown patch, dollar spot, snow mold among many other diseases on your course. The result? Healthier turf with a product that costs less and does more. **That’s value.**

Trust your whole course to **Quali-Pro.**

Innovation you can apply.

For more information on our wide selection of turf and ornamental products, visit quali-pro.com or call 800-242-5562
Do your cups runneth over?

First off, thanks for the suggestions for steak places in New Orleans. When we get back there in May, we’ve got a good feeling we’re going to relocate our dream steak.

Now, on to cups. As in golf cups.

The winter season is coming to an end, and golfers are getting back out on the course. How do your cups look?

The key to keeping your cups looking brand new is to keep them rotated. We recommend 27 cups for an 18-hole course. Rotate 9 cups out every week and wash them down. Cups are sort of like underwear... best when rotated frequently, best when cleaned once a week.

We’re happy to discuss cup maintenance, and what’s best for your course. Give us a call at 866-743-9773, or visit us online at www.standardgolf.com.

And no, as much as we like to be helpful, we’d rather not discuss underwear over the phone. For that, you’d better call mom.
Fight diseases and strengthen your turf with StressGard™ Formulation Technology. Health is more than being free of diseases. Healthy plants can fight back and grow stronger throughout the season. With Bayer’s products containing StressGard Formulation Technology, your turf will better resist disease and stress, providing better turf quality and health. These products include Tartan®, Chipco Triton® Flo, Interface® and Chipco® Signature™. Get your turf healthy and strong with StressGard FT. backedbybayer.com/stressgard

Follow us on Twitter @BayerGolf
Visit us at the Golf Industry Show – Booth #2541

Healthy turf is strong. Strong turf is healthy.

One of these things is not like the others...

Over hamburgers in Hamburg

These are the three places where I first told the three winners of the Herb Graffis Businessperson of the Year Award that they were the recipients of Golfdom’s only (and therefore “most prestigious”) award. In 2012 Paul Chojnacky, then at Pasatiempo, now superintendent at Oakridge CC in Utah, was our first winner. Last year I flew to the same part of the country and told Sharp Park’s Wayne Kappelman that he was the 2013 honoree.

It takes some doing to get to Orwigsburg, Pa. You can’t just claim to be in the neighborhood, like I did with both Chojnacky and Kappelman. Schuylkill Country Club is as hard to get to as it is to spell. It’s 90 minutes northwest of Philadelphia, a picturesque, mountainous setting in the middle of coal country.

Yet I convinced this year’s winner, Jim Rattigan, to meet me at a nearby Red Robin for dinner on a Tuesday night in the middle of January for no particular reason.

I had the good fortune of having met Jim previously, while I was on assignment doing my 2013 U.S. Open preview on Merion. A member had invited me out to play the course, telling me I just had to see this Donald Ross beauty and I’d fall in love with it. It didn’t matter that not only had I never heard of the course, I also continuously struggled pronouncing its name. (As far as I can tell, you say it SKOOK-uhl. That’s the pronunciation I gave it in my story, at least.)

That member, Roy Heim, was right. I was instantly impressed by the course, its greens, its stunning panoramic views of the mountains, its hospitable members and its outstanding superintendent/general manager, the aforementioned Mr. Rattigan.

So two weeks ago I met Rattigan for dinner at Red Robin. Over hamburgers and a couple beers, I pitched him the idea for the story you’ll find in this issue: Local kid does good. Jim was agreeable.

I decided that over those hamburgers and Yuengling beers was as good a time as any. I went ahead and told Jim that, based on what I knew of him and the work he had done, and based on conversations with Roy and others, I would be naming him the 2014 Herb Graffis Businessperson of the Year.

Jim’s demeanor totally changed. “Are you serious?” he asked me, incredulous. “You’re totally blowing me away with this… are you sure I deserve it?”

I told Jim that he has a great story, that he’s done a great job, and though it might just be called “doing my job” to him, it was indeed an impressive thing he had done in the past 12 years at Schuylkill CC.

Jim then tried to redirect the credit. He has an incredible team at the course, he told me. Humility. I’ve come to expect it from supers.

Eventually I got Jimmy on board with the idea. The next day at the course I got him to tell me his whole story. The more I learned, the more I knew: Rattigan personifies what we’re looking for with this award.

When Mr. Graffis founded this magazine in 1927, he did it for readers like Rattigan. He knew there were professionals out there like Jim, people probably like you, who pour their souls into making the game profitable. That’s what the award embodies: people who strive to make their business the best it can be.

I doubt that Mr. Graffis would have ever imagined his name being thrown about at a Red Robin in Hamburg, Pa. in 2014.

But I guarantee you, he would have been impressed by Jim Rattigan.

Email Jones at: sjones@northcoastmedia.net.
Nothing is more powerful than the all-new seven-gang AR722T™ contour rotary mower from Jacobsen. With a massive 65.2 horsepower Kubota® turbocharged diesel engine, the AR722T powers its ultra-productive 124-inch width-of-cut without slowing down. The AR722T glides over ground contours and climbs hills with ease – thanks to the exclusive SureTrac™ four-wheel drive traction and weight transfer control. See for yourself why the powerful and productive Jacobsen AR722T contour mower is at the head of its class – call your local Jacobsen dealer today.
CALIFORNIA DECLARES DROUGHT EMERGENCY

On this winter’s day, Californians are dreaming about rain. Not that it’s doing them any good.

“We’re on our 53rd day without any rain,” sighs Billy Hausch, superintendent the Nicklaus Club Monterey in Monterey, Calif. The drought in California has caused Governor Jerry Brown to declare a statewide emergency. Superintendents are gearing up for what promises to be a challenging year.

Normally the wettest part of the year, Hausch is one of many superintendents left in a lurch from this unusually dry weather. Other states are in the same boat — federal agriculture officials designated parts of 11 states, including Arkansas, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, New Mexico, Nevada, Oklahoma, Texas and Utah — as disaster areas, citing the economic strain this drought is putting on farmers.

“This takes a coming together of all the people of California to deal with this serious and prolonged event of nature,” Gov. Brown told reporters in San Francisco. “Hopefully it’ll rain eventually. But in the meantime, we have to do our part.”

For now, Gov. Brown is asking — nicely — for Californians to do their part. If the drought continues much longer, he won’t be asking.

“We have X amount of water allocated to us from wells each year,” says Hausch. However, this year they may be looking for more water before the year’s out. “We may be begging (for water) by the time it’s all done.”

One additional problem Hausch is facing is the use of sodium rich recycled water. For Hausch, the extra sodium found in the water can be a problem. When used on the course, the sodium from the water can create small build ups called “sour spots.” “You see pockets build up in our fairways and its no good.”

If the rain doesn’t show soon, Hausch worries about many busted budgets for area courses, especially those who use municipal water supplies. “We only pay for electricity to move the water, but not the water itself,” says Hausch. “It’s going to be a tough year for everyone down here.”

ODA DETERMINES CAUSE OF BUMBLEBEE DEATHS

The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) announced the findings of an investigation into the deaths of bumblebees at multiple sites in Oregon. They concluded that product misapplication was the cause.

The ODA issued a temporary rule in June, restricting the use of products containing the active ingredients dinotefuran and imidacloprid in the wake of four separate incidents. One of which involved a foliar application of Valent U.S.A. Corporation product, Safari insecticide, to European linden trees during bloom. This was a violation of label instructions.

The ODA report determined that the bumblebee deaths connected to the use of Safari, were the direct result of a private commercial applicator “performing a pesticide application in a faulty, careless, or negligent manner.”

The applicator company at fault has been issued civil penalties totaling $1,685. The ODA requested that Valent include new language on Safari labels. The updated labels will be seen on March 1, 2014.

GWAA HONORS ROBERT ALLENBY

The Golf Writers Association of America have selected PGA Tour member Robert Allenby as the 2014 Charlie Bartlett Award winner. This award goes to a playing professional who makes selfless contributions for the betterment of society. The Australian Allenby has raised over $26 million over the last 23 years through the Robert Allenby Golf Day and Gala Dinner. Inspired by the death of a close friend when he was 13, Allenby has been dedicated to raising money to help children with cancer throughout his career. The award will be given on April 9 in Augusta, Ga., the night before the Masters begins.

Cleaning up Coal Creek

The best-laid plans can amount to nothing with Mother Nature’s help. When late summer storms uprooted trees, washed out bunkers and wrecked the Coal Creek GC in Louisville, Colo., prior restoration plans were swept away.

In 2011, golf course architect Kevin Norby was hired by the city to complete a long-range capital improvement plan for the course, directed at improving overall course conditions and identifying long-term improvements. However, Norby now has to sort storm repairs out from the list of improvements originally planned. Norby explained that some repairs, those caused by storm damage, will be funded by FEMA. “FEMA gets involved and they will only pay to get (the course) back to original conditions,” says Norby.

Norby is currently working to determine which damages fall under FEMA funding and which the original plan. “It’s a very tedious process, but it’s the process we have to go through,” says Norby. Construction begins this month.

Ron Prichard, Architect

On one of the first things he recommends when he visits a course:

“There’s always some need for management of the trees that have been planted over the years. Too many courses have planted inexpensive pine trees all over the golf course, making the course very difficult to play. It’s not the most expensive or difficult process (to remove them), it’s not a major surgery. But we created a problem for many of our great old classic courses.”
**Bird of a different feather** We had to turn to Twitter to help us identify this Wood Stork spotted at the Breakers Rees Jones Course in West Palm Beach, Fla. We also learned it is the only North American stork, thanks to the wisdom of Scott Griffith (@UGAGCAgronomy).

**Playing partners** John Spiwak, Eastpointe CC, Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.; Curtis Tyrrell III, CGCS, MG, Medinah CC, Medinah, Ill.; and Steve Wright, CGCS, Boca West CC, Boca Raton, Fla., take time from a busy round for a friendly photo.

**Familiar faces** Daniel McCann, director of grounds at San Antonio (Texas) CC; James Smith, assistant superintendent at San Antonio CC; and Scott Boyle, media relations manager for Plant Sciences at the University of Tennessee, were spotted at the Sports Turf Managers Association Conference & Exhibition in San Antonio last month.

**The coach and I** It only took two months for Seth to meet his limit of Jayhawk photos in the magazine for a year, thanks to this photo with Kansas Jayhawks head basketball coach Bill Self. Now, the only other Jayhawks he can picture in the magazine for the remainder of the year are Gary Woodland and Paul Pierce. *(Update: Turns out people around the office are still sore about a 1997 Kansas victory over Ohio State in which Pierce scored 22 points. So it’s down to Woodland now.)*

**America’s oldest brewery** Though it wasn’t mentioned in this month’s cover story, Schuylkill CC is located just a few miles from America’s oldest brewery, Yuengling Brewery, in Pottsville, Pa. It took Jim Rattigan about 2 seconds to convince Seth to go on the brewery tour.